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Demand for intelligent and contextualized services across
industries is fueling the need for convergence of Artificial
Intelligence (AI), analytics and automation. Just as electricity
transformed almost everything 100 years ago, today we have a
hard time imagining an industry that AI cannot transform in the
next few years.
With adoption of AI and automation, today a typical automotive
design cycle is approximately 24 to 36 months, which is much
faster than the 60-month life cycle from five years ago. AI is
transformative in nature; it can transform everything from IT to
Customer Experience (CX). Gartner says, ‘AI will play an
increasingly important role in the top-three business objectives
— greater customer intimacy, increasing competitive
advantage and improving efficiency’.
As AI technology matures, forward-looking organizations are
willing to plug in AI in their strategic investment roadmaps to
modernize operations and harmonize customer experience.
Businesses are constantly looking for ways to streamline
operations, accelerate business processes, reduce costs and
increase service agility. In this context, enterprises need to be
intelligent, adaptive and agile when it comes to handling newer
expectations of the businesses.
Despite adoption and investments in newer technologies,
enterprises are finding it challenging to manage IT operations,
as they mostly carry a baggage of legacy systems,
infrastructure and software stacks that are ageing, and this IT
infrastructure landscape is making life extremely painful for the
CIOs.
Companies are spending a colossal amount of money to
streamline their business operations. Gartner states, ‘Over
65% of IT budgets are spent on supporting IT applications and
infrastructure activities, ensuring that service quality and costs
are optimized continuously’.
The leaders, presently are on the constant look out to simplify
their operations, accelerate business processes, reduce costs
and increase efficiency. However, this requires a new
perspective on the implementation approach and a shift in the
data
integration,
standardization,
governance
and
orchestration strategies.
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In order to meet the mounting need of empowered customers, organizations must adopt an intelligent, agile and modular
solution, which comprehensively understands the health of your infrastructure and reacts autonomously. Human error
can have a high impact on business, and that is why, companies should automate operations as much as possible to
reduce human intervention. Gartner predicts, ‘a massive shift to hybrid infrastructure services is underway and by 2020,
90 percent of organizations will adopt a hybrid infrastructure’. Simplifying IT infrastructure complexity can help
organizations to focus on core business operations, deliver better business outcomes and stay on top of the value chain.

CSS Corp, a new age IT services company, expedites your growth and helps realize the fullest value of your IT
investments by leveraging Intelligent Automation. We bring to you, Contelli - an intelligent automation platform for IT
Infrastructure Operations. It is developed through the convergence of human intelligence, machine learning and natural
language processing (NLP), resulting in improved business agility, operational excellence, resilience and
faster-time-to-market.
The platform is an ‘amalgamation of AI, analytics and automation that cohesively predicts models and subsequently
manages/solves a complex infrastructure ecosystem effortlessly, resulting in an unprecedented CX by simplifying your
operational activities through cognitive technologies’.
Contelli is a context driven platform that can harmonize, automate and
modernize IT Infrastructure operations efficiently
Contelli enables enterprises in managing their IT operations and introduces relevant frameworks, which provides
enterprises agility, speed and flexibility. It continuously evaluates the effectiveness of the operations against business
outcomes. It identifies key focus areas, provides recommendations to promote the ever evolving changes
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in the IT industry and further categorizes the maturity level of customers’ existing IT operations – Reactive, Responsive,
Proactive, Predictive or Pre-emptive.
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Our platform facilitates complex infrastructure ecosystems. It analyzes real time data received from network devices,
sensors, end user devices and through the cloud, and converts this into actionable insights. It is a SaaS based
advanced management solution that monitors on premise, cloud and hybrid datacenters from a single platform.
Contelli hypercharges operations by predicting incidents, and threats in highly distributed environment on an ongoing
basis resulting in faster resolution through assisted or unassisted support. The platform also learns from new scenarios,
enriching its predictive intelligence to handle issues that may arise in future.
Contelli can connect to multiple data sources including structured, unstructured, semi structured, social media and
sensor data. The platform can assess and analyze data both in real-time, high velocity, low latency data and batch
processing mode.
The platform not just improves or optimizes your operations, but also substantially reduces your cost by automating
processes and facilitating a smarter workforce — workforce that needs to rapidly adapt to change and learn new
technologies to stay relevant. The platform helps enterprises self-heal and automate remediation and further enhances
agility, business uptime and efficiency. It also possess capabilities of pattern recognition and anomaly detection, to
enable predictive maintenance by anticipating ‘chances of failure’ much before it actually occurs.
The solution results in improved and enhanced operations, having better ROI and tremendous financial impact, as it
substantially lowers down your cost through automated operations and minimal human intervention. It also reduces
chances of any ‘inaccuracies’ and heightens the overall security and compliance.
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IT Operations Management
Contelli provides an integrated robust solution for complete
control of infrastructure. Our unified flexible architecture
increases visibility in a single dashboard that eliminates
anomalies before the environment is impacted. The platform
proactively identifies, predicts and classifies key incidents that
lead to downtime, failures, and outages and provides an
immediate therapeutic solution. It also has a real time check to
ensure a minimum service uptime.
Algorithmic Operations
Contelli helps companies identify early signals of system
downtime through network data and predicts future behavior
resulting in increased operational efficiency. When it spots
irregularity, it goes through a series of programmed actions
resulting in faster resilience and unparalleled experience. Our
solution also learns from new scenarios and understands
behaviors. The platform has built in algorithmic scripts that can
be applied to real time scenarios to automate your
infrastructure completely. Contelli lays the foundation for
scenario-based business-aligned services delivery.
Automation and Self-Healing
Contelli goes beyond replacing human effort for repeatable
tasks. It also empowers humans to complete a highly complex
task with ease, leading to a ‘smarter workforce’ for the
companies. Our platform can resolve significant repetitive
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to reduce human
intervention and self-heal autonomously. We future proof IT
operations with this AI enabled automation solution that
enables dynamic provisioning and de- provisioning of all
computing resources. It also provides extensive automated
support for continuous IT operations while meeting end user
service levels. Our service offers an automated service
provisioning, predictive intelligence resulting in smarter yet
simpler infrastructure operations of your enterprise.
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IT Operations Analytics and Visualization
Contelli leverages machine learning models and unearths
outliers from massive amount of real time data and dynamically
sets thresholds.
The ‘n’ number of valuable data that is generated contains
deeper insights of the operational activities. Our platform
analyzes and visualizes huge amount of real time and historic
machine data. Further, this data is consumed to react more
efficiently and simplify IT infrastructure processes. It drives the
highest level of predictability to ensure smoothened IT
operations in compliance with the best of security standards.
Our platform simplifies IT operations and allows unparalleled
visibility into your IT Operations. It provides you with a 360°
view into the health of your business services, infrastructure
and operations insights.

Contelli has been designed to provide our customers with
tangible and lasting benefits, with a focus on improving service
agility, process efficiency and reducing Total Cost of Operations
(TCO).
Increase in Operational Efficiency – Reduction in downtime
through real time monitoring, resulting in 30-40% increase in
operational efficiency, giving birth to a ‘smarter workforce’.
Reduction in Full-time Equivalent (FTE) – There will be
about 45 to 65% reduction in FTEs through enhanced
automation.
Quick Incident Resolution – Our solution helps reduce
Mean Time to Resolution (MTTR) through autonomic
resolution and self-heal by 3X and gives a 360 degree holistic
view of the enterprise IT infrastructure.
Consistency of Operations – Provides consistency in
operations through a predictive monitoring and security
solution, which helps detect and prevent up to 70%
vulnerabilities in the security landscape much before they
occur.
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Reduction in TCO – Through automation, self-help, and multi-tenant service model, resulting in a 40% to 60%
reduction in the overall cost.
Reduction in Helpdesk Calls – Helpdesk calls are being optimized with a reduction of 50% to 60% in helpdesk calls
as the process is automated.
Increased Employee Productivity – As SOPs will be taken care by the platform, employees rapidly have to evolve and
adapt to new technologies and focus more on the core business.

Context Driven IT Managed Services – Platform brings in the highest level of predictability and efficiency
Convergence of AI, Analytics and Automation – Resulting in enhanced CX, faster resolution and improved business
uptime
Algorithmic Operations and Automated Insights – Promoting proactive customer engagement, transforming the
very nature of IT operations through software driven management
Modular and Flexible Solution – The solution is formulated around industry use cases that provide agility and
flexibility for enterprises as they optimize business outcomes
Focused on Simplifying Support – Through the adoption of new-age solution - AI, Automation, Predictive Analytics,
Machine Learning and NLP, the platform focuses on simplifying support with greater accuracy and lesser human
intervention.
Outcome-based Managed Service Model – Customers pay for business impact and outcomes as opposed to
utilization or consumption

CSS Corp is a new age IT Services and Technology Support company that harnesses the power of AI, automation, analytics, cloud and digital to address
customer needs. The company partners with leading enterprises to help realize their strategic business outcomes. Its team of 5,500 technology professionals
across 16 global locations are passionate about helping customers differentiate and succeed.
For more information, contact

info@csscorp.com
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